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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC STEEL ARCH SUPPORT LOAD CAPACITY AND SLIDING JOINT TEMPERATURE PARAMETERS DURING YIELDING

Difficult geological and mining conditions as well as great stresses in the rock mass result in significant deformations of the rocks that surround the workings and also lead to the occurrence of tremors and rock bursts. Yielding steel arch support has been utilised in the face of hard coal extraction under difficult conditions for many years, both in Poland and abroad. A significant improvement in maintaining gallery working stability is achieved by increasing the yielding support load capacity and work through bolting; however, the use of rock bolts is often limited due to factors such as weak roof rock, significant rock mass fracturing, water accumulation, etc. This is why research and design efforts continue in order to increase yielding steel arch support resistance to both static and dynamic loads. Currently, the most commonly employed type of yielding steel arch support is a support system with frames constructed from overlapping steel arches coupled by shackles. The yield of the steel frame is accomplished by means of sliding joints constructed from sections of various profiles (e.g. V, TH or U-type), which slip after the friction force is exceeded; this force is primarily dependent on the type of shackles and the torque of the shackle screw nuts.

This article presents the static bench testing results of ŁP10/V36/4/A, ŁP10/V32/4/A and ŁP10/V29/4/A yielding steel arch support systems formed from S480W and S560W steel with increased mechanical properties. The tests were conducted using 2 and 3 shackles in the joint, which made it possible to compare the load capacities, work values and characteristics of various types of support. The following shackle screw torques were used for the tests:

- $M_d = 500 \text{ Nm}$ – for shackles utilised in the support constructed from V32 and V36 sections.
- $M_d = 400 \text{ Nm}$ – for shackles utilised in the support constructed from V29 sections.

The shackle screw torques used during the tests were greater compared to the currently utilised standard shackle screw torques within the range of $M_d = 350-450 \text{ Nm}$.

Dynamic testing of the sliding joints constructed from V32 section with 2 and 3 shackles was also performed. The SD32/36W shackles utilised during the tests were produced in the reinforced versions and manufactured using S480W steel.
Since comparative testing of a rock bolt-reinforced steel arch support system revealed that the bolts would undergo failure at the point of the support yield, a decision was made to investigate the character of the dynamics of this phenomenon. Consequently, this article also presents unique measurement results for top section acceleration values registered in the joints during the conduction of support tests at full scale.

Filming the yield in the joint using high-speed video and thermal cameras made it possible to register the dynamic characteristics of the joint heating process at the arch contact point as well as the mechanical sparks that accompanied it. Considering that these phenomena have thus far been poorly understood, recognising their significance is of great importance from the perspective of occupational safety under the conditions of an explosive atmosphere, especially in the light of the requirements of the new standard EN ISO 80079-36:2016, harmonised with the ATEX directive.
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## 1. Introduction

The necessity of conducting hard coal deposit extraction at increasingly greater depths in Polish mines [1,2] has resulted in an increase in hazards related to the loss of stability of the working support. Currently, hard coal deposits in Poland are already being mined at a depth of 1290 m. Difficult geological and mining conditions as well as the great stresses in the rock mass result in significant deformations of the rocks that surround the workings [3] and also lead to the occurrence of tremors and rock bursts [4-8]. Yielding steel arch support has been utilised in the face of hard coal extraction under difficult conditions for many years both in Poland and globally [9-21]. A significant improvement in maintaining gallery working stability is achieved by increasing the yielding support load capacity and work through bolting [16,22-26]. However, the use of rock bolts is often limited due to unfavourable roof conditions. Some limitations are also imposed by the different character of the interaction of the yielding steel arch support and the bolts (which typically constitute rigid support) with the rock mass [20,27]. That is why research and design efforts continue in order to increase the yielding steel arch support resistance to both static and dynamic loads.

Tests of yielding steel arch support element resistance to static loads, with and without reinforcement by means of rock bolts, are conducted at the Central Mining Institute’s test facility in Katowice. The support and shackle tests are carried out at full scale, according to Polish standards [28-33].

Resistance tests of yielding steel arch support elements (sliding joints) and rock bolts to dynamic loads are conducted at the Central Mining Institute’s test facility in Łaziska Górne by means of the dynamic impact drop test [18,34,35].

The basic type of gallery working support is the yielding steel arch support [28,36-38] constructed from overlapping arched elements coupled by shackles.

The yield of the steel frame is accomplished by means of sliding joints constructed from sections of various profiles (e.g. V, TH or U-type), which slip after the friction force is exceeded; this force is primarily dependent on the type of shackles and the torque of the shackle screw nuts [17,39-46].

This article presents the static bench testing results of ŁP10/V36/4/A, ŁP10/V32/4/A and ŁP10/V29/4/A yielding steel arch support systems formed from S480W [31] and S560W steel.
with increased mechanical properties. The tests were conducted using 2 and 3 shackles in the joint, which made it possible to compare the load capacities, work values and characteristics of various types of support.

The shackle screw torques used during the tests were greater compared to the currently utilised standard shackle screw torques which are within the range of \( M_d = 300-450 \text{ Nm} \) \cite{12,13,42,43}. Dynamic testing of the sliding joints formed from V32 sections with 2 and 3 shackles was also performed. Reinforced versions of the SD36W shackles utilised during the tests were produced as well, and they were manufactured using S480W steel.

Since comparative testing of a rock bolt-reinforced steel arch support system, the results of which are presented in detail in literature \cite{24}, revealed that the bolts would undergo failure at the point of the support yield, a decision was made to investigate the character of the dynamics of this phenomenon. Thus, this article also presents selected top section acceleration measurement results registered in the joints during yielding.

As mechanical sparking at yield is observed during static support frame testing, measurements using a high-speed thermal camera were also carried out. Data regarding the temperature distribution in the joint during yielding may prove conducive to detecting the locations that influence the increase in frictional resistance, and consequently to increasing the support frame load capacity. Determining the maximum surface temperature generated during yielding will make it possible to verify whether it exceeds the temperature defined in standard EN ISO 80079-36:2016 \cite{47}, which is harmonised with the ATEX directive concerning group I non-electrical equipment intended for use under the conditions of explosive atmospheres. Some of the aspects defined in the standard include the maximum temperature \( T = 150^\circ \text{C} \) for a surface that can accumulate a layer of coal dust.

2. Test results and analysis

The analysis of support types \cite{2} employed in development headings in the mines belonging to Jastrzębska Spółka Węglowa (JSW SA – the largest producer of coking coal in the European Union) identifies the LP-type yielding steel arch support as the most frequently used support system. Currently, the greatest extraction depth in the JSW SA mines reaches 1290 m. The greatest tremor in recent times was registered in the KWK BUDRYK mine, and its magnitude reached 4 degrees on the Richter scale (registered by the Upper Silesian Seismological Network of the Central Mining Institute in Katowice (GRSS-EPOS)). The dominant support frame sizes are 9 and 10, while the most often used section sizes are (respectively): V32, V29 and V36. The sections are mostly formed from standard 25G2 steel (PN-89/H-84023/05/Az2) with a minimum strength of \( R_e = 340 \text{ MPa} \) and \( R_m = 550 \text{ MPa} \) at \( A_5 = 18\% \). However, due to the constantly deteriorating geological and mining conditions, grades of steel with greater ductility and increased mechanical properties have seen increased application in recent times, such as S480W steel (\( R_e = 480 \text{ MPa} \) and \( R_m = 650 \text{ MPa} \) at \( A_5 = 17\% \)) according to standard PN-II-84042: 2009/Az1:2012 or S550W steel (\( R_e = 550 \text{ MPa} \) and \( R_m = 730 \text{ MPa} \) at \( A_5 = 18\% \)) manufactured according to internal standard ZN/TT/2012/1. S560W steel currently exhibits the greatest strength among non-toughened grades of steel used for support frame sections, and its minimum strength is \( R_e = 560 \text{ MPa} \) and \( R_m = 740 \text{ MPa} \) (Specifications no. WT/S1/J.207). Yet the actual strength of S560W steel, e.g. used for a V32 section, significantly exceeds the minimum
strength values defined in the specifications, and it can reach $R_e = 599$ MPa and $R_m = 793$ MPa at an elongation of $A_5 = 21.1\%$ and impact strength $KCU2A = 92.0$ J/cm$^2$ (Acceptance certificate no. BDO:000012617 of 28.08.2019).

2.1. Support frame test results under static loading

Based on the above analysis, size-10 support frames (height $H = 3.8$ m, width $W_f = 5.5$ m, cross sectional area approx. 17.8 m$^2$) of the following types were selected for testing: ŁP10/V36/4/A, ŁP10/V32/4/A and ŁP10/V29/4/A [48] formed from S480W and S560W steel (Specifications no. WT/S1/J.207). All the tested frames were composed of four arched sections: two top sections and two side sections. 20 support frames were tested in total, with five pieces of each type of frame and grade of steel.

The yielding support frame bench testing was conducted at the Central Mining Institute’s test facility in Katowice, displayed as a diagram in Fig. 1. Active ($F_4$, $F_5$, $F_6$) and passive ($F_1$, $F_2$, $F_3$, $F_7$, $F_8$, $F_9$) forces were exerted on the support by means of hydraulic actuators.

\[Fig. 1. Frame loading method according to Polish standard PN-G-15022:2018-11 during bench testing: a – test diagram; b – picture of the frame in the test facility\]

The test facility makes it possible to control each hydraulic actuator individually (independently), but according to the requirements of Polish standard PN-G-15022:2018-11, the roof-side loading (actuators $F_4$, $F_5$ and $F_6$) constitutes active loading, whereas the side loading (actuators $F_1$, $F_2$, $F_3$, $F_7$, $F_8$, $F_9$) constitutes passive loading. The test facility is also employed to conduct closed support system testing when equipped with additional actuators exerting active load ($F_{10}$, $F_{11}$ and $F_{12}$) from the direction of the floor. Adopting the load diagram defined in the standard makes it possible to compare various types of support systems based on the conducted tests. In special cases (e.g. at the request of a mining plant or support manufacturer, or as part of legal procedures undertaken as a result of an accident), support tests may be conducted under asymmetric loading, with any configuration of active and passive loads. For the purposes of the comparative tests presented in this article, the operation of the hydraulic actuators that exert active and passive load was improved, and the active actuator load rates were equalised. This made it
feasible to load the steel support frames as closely as possible to the vertical plane where the top and side support sections are located.

The ŁP10/V32/4/A support frames were formed from S480W and S560W grades of steel with increased mechanical properties, whereas the ŁP10/V36/4/A and ŁP10/V29/4/A frames were formed from S480W steel. The tests were conducted using 2 and 3 shackles in the joint. This made it possible to determine the influence of various mechanical parameters on the support load capacity and the work. Reinforced SD36W and SDO29W shackles were used for coupling the support frame sections during the tests. The shackles were manufactured using S480W steel, and their dimensions were compliant with the applicable standard (PN-G-15011:2011).

SD36W double-clevis shackles (reinforced versions) produced according to standard PN-G-15011:2011 were used for coupling the ŁP10/V36/4/A and ŁP10/V32/4/A support frame sections. These shackles are comprise of a lower and upper clevis, coupled using two special grade 10.9 M24 screws with grade 10 nuts. The SDG36W upper shackle together with the SDD36W lower shackle are intended for coupling support frame elements constructed from V32, V34 or V36 sections. The SDS36W middle shackle is used as a third, additional shackle in such joints. It is comprised of an upper clevis from an SDG36W shackle and a lower clevis from an SDD36W shackle.

SDO29W double-clevis shackles (reinforced versions) produced according to standard PN-G-15011:2011 were used for coupling the ŁP10/V29/4/A support frame sections. These shackles are comprised of a lower and upper clevis, coupled using two special grade 10.9 M24 screws with grade 10 nuts.

The shackle screw torques used during the tests were greater compared to the currently utilised standard torques of $M_d = 350-450$ Nm:

- $M_d = 500$ Nm – for shackles utilised in the support constructed from V32 and V36 sections.
- $M_d = 400$ Nm – for shackles utilised in the support constructed from V29 sections.

A set of SD36W double-clevis shackles in one joint is comprised of either:

- 2 shackles: upper and lower
- 3 shackles: upper, lower and middle.

Each shackle is equipped with two special M24 screws of mechanical property grade 10.9 and two special grade 10 M24 nuts.

Dynamic tests of joints constructed from V32 and V29 sections were conducted in order to determine the influence of the third shackle on the sliding joint load capacity.

As per the applicable standard, the frames were tested in rigid and yielding states.

The rigid support frame testing methodology consists of loading the frame according to the diagram provided in Fig. 1 until a 20% decrease in the force $F$ ($F = F_4 + F_5 + F_6$) is achieved compared to the maximum load $F_{\text{max}}$.

The yielding support frame testing methodology consists of loading the frame according to the same diagram until one of the following effects is achieved:

- the frame height decreases by a total value of 300 mm as a result of joint yield,
- the frame joints jam,
- any support element becomes damaged.

In addition to the support frame parameters, as required by the standard and related to force and displacement measurements, the support work $W$ value was also calculated, by means of
numerical integration (trapezoidal rule), in order to compare the various types of frames, using the following formula:

\[
W = \int_{H_1}^{H_2} F(H) \, dH, \text{ kJ}
\]

where:

- \( F \) — measured loading force, kN
- \( H \) — support frame height reduction ranging from \( H_1 = 0 \) to a value of \( H_2 \) [m] achieved by the conclusion of the test.

The test facility was equipped with two QUANTUMX measuring amplifiers. Both the amplifiers were synchronised in time. One of them was connected to strain gauge pressure sensors installed in the hydraulic actuators that exerted the active load on the support frame and to displacement sensors measuring the support frame height reduction and the yield in the joints. The recording of these parameters was accomplished with a sampling frequency within the range of \( f_s = 1-10 \) Hz. The other measuring amplifier was connected to a B12/2000 inductive accelerometer with a measuring range of \( \pm 2500 \) m/s\(^2\). Initially, the recording was conducted at a signal sampling frequency of \( f_s = 19200 \) Hz, but subsequent experiments demonstrated that the optimal sampling frequency was already reached at \( f_s = 4800 \) Hz, which was sufficient to ensure an accelerometer bandwidth within 0-1000 Hz.

A high-speed thermal camera with an accuracy of \( \pm 2^\circ\text{C} \) and sampling frequency of 128 Hz that allowed the recording of phenomena within a temperature range of 0-250°C was used to register the location of mechanical sparking occurring during yielding and the temperature distribution in the sliding joint. Afterwards, the recorded temperature was compared to the requirements of standard EN ISO 80079-36:2016 harmonised with the ATEX directive concerning group I non-electrical equipment intended for use under the conditions of explosive atmospheres. The criterion value defined in this standard is a maximum temperature \( T = 150^\circ\text{C} \) for a surface that can accumulate a layer of coal dust.

### 2.1.1. ŁP10/V32/4/A support frame test results

Fig. 2 presents the test courses of ŁP10/V32/4/A support frames formed from S480W steel in rigid and yielding states, including the value of support work \( W \).

The maximum load capacity of the rigid ŁP10/V32/4/A support frame formed from S480W steel (Fig. 2a) was \( F_{\text{max}} = 1069 \) kN, while the support frame work at the end of the test was approx. \( W = 130 \) kJ. Tests have shown that it is possible to determine the rigid support frame load capacity characteristics \( F = f(\Delta H) \) using a mathematical function, and the correlation between it and the experimental course is very high. A given characteristic \( F = f(\Delta H) \) in the form of a square function can therefore be used for numerical simulations when modelling support load capacity. The maximum load capacity of the yielding ŁP10/V32/4/A support frame formed from S480W steel (Fig. 2b, c and d) was \( F_{\text{Nmax}} = 714 \) kN with two shackles and \( F_{\text{Nmax}} = 847 \) kN with three shackles. The work value after a support frame height reduction by approx. \( \Delta H = 300 \) mm was approx. \( W = 120 \) kJ (with two shackles) and approx. \( W = 150 \) kJ (with three shackles).

An important feature of the support frame load capacity characteristic is its first stage, when the load capacity is approximated within a frame height reduction range of up to \( \Delta H = 100 \) mm [24].
The load capacity comparison chart for frames with 2 and 3 shackles demonstrates that in the case of using 3 shackles in the joint, the frame load capacity is greater by as much as 70% than when using 2 shackles. A similar trend is observed during the later stage of frame height reduction, until a value of approx. $\Delta H = 300$ mm, but the differences in frame load capacity at 2 and 3 shackles are no longer as prominent. Great fluctuations in the support frame load capacity can also be seen, which are typical of the operation of a severely strained support. The high relation of the maximum yielding frame load capacity of $F_{N \text{max}} = 847$ kN to the maximum load capacity in a rigid state of $F_{\text{max}} = 1069$ kN, as follows:

$$F_3 = \frac{F_{N \text{max}}}{F_{\text{max}}} = 0.7923$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

This indicates that the maximum frame load capacity is used, which is related primarily to the high strength of the steel used to form the ŁP10/V32/4/A support frame (S480W steel), to a very good extent. For the purposes of standard calculations and support selection, the $F_3$ value is conventionally adopted as 0.5544 [49]. It is also significant that during testing the frame joints did not exhibit a propensity for jamming, and after the tests the frames did not reveal any deformations of the sections and the shackles in the joint.

Fig. 2. Test courses of ŁP10/V32/4/A frames formed from S480W steel in various states:

a – rigid ($F_{\text{max}} = 1069$ kN); b – yielding: load capacity comparison for frames with 2 and 3 shackles;

c – yielding with 2 shackles ($F_{N \text{max}} = 714$ kN); d – yielding with 3 shackles ($F_{N \text{max}} = 847$ kN)
The charts depicted in Fig. 2c and 2d present support frame load capacity trend lines in the form of linear characteristics $F = f(\Delta H)$. Although both the characteristics demonstrate a clear increase in load capacity as the frame height is decreased during the test, it must however be stressed that the correlation with experimental data can vary. This is influenced by the nature of the dry friction itself in the support frame sliding joints as well as by many other factors resulting primarily from the pressure force of the sections in the joint and the varying section surface condition, where the surface condition depends on the rolling process employed in a steel mill. The determined linear trend characteristic $F = f(\Delta H)$, defined on the basis of high peaks of the frame load capacity during yielding, can also be used for numerical simulations when modelling support load capacity, though it should be noted that significant differences may occur compared to actual support operation. Under actual support frame operation conditions, the load is never symmetrical, whereas the joints do not operate simultaneously during the yield (similarly as in the test facility) and are under compound stress.

The sudden increase in support load capacity $F_{Nmax}$ observed in Fig. 2c was most likely the result of a temporary shift from a state of friction at the V32 section contact point surfaces into a state where the section ends would push into one another. As a consequence of this situation, the temporary load capacity of the ŁP10/V32/4/A support formed from S480W steel ($F_{Nmax} = 714$ kN

Fig. 3. Images of SD32/36W shackles after the tests: a and b – full shackle with marked areas of stress concentration; c – X-ray image of the upper clevis with a marked slightly indented area; d – X-ray image of a screw with no signs of damage

(Fig. 3c and 3d – Dominik Czachura, Smart Solutions, www.smart-solutions.pl)
with two shackles) was considerably higher compared to the load capacity of the same type of \( \text{LP10/V32/4/A} \) support but formed from S560W steel (\( F_{\text{Nmax}} = 587 \text{kN} \) with two shackles). Similar cases were also observed for other tests, including in the courses presented in Fig. 6c and 10c. It should however be noted that all these joints retained their ability for continued yielding during the tests. No significant deformations were found in the shackles used to couple the arches in the joints (Fig. 3a and 3b). This was confirmed by radiographic image analysis of the shackles, which also did not find any fractures in either the clevis or the screws, which can be seen in the X-ray images presented in Fig. 3c and 3d. A slight indentation was observed only around the opening in the clevis, at the contact point with the screw (Fig. 3b and 3c). The shackle screw, tightened with a torque of 500 Nm during the tests, remained undamaged, even in locations that are particularly susceptible to the occurrence of stress concentration \([12,43]\) – between the screw head and shank.

Fig. 4 presents the test courses of \( \text{LP10/V32/4/A} \) support frames formed from S560W steel in rigid and yielding states, including the value of support work \( W \).
S560W steel (Fig. 4b, c and d) was \( F_{N_{\text{max}}} = 587 \text{ kN} \) with two shackles and \( F_{N_{\text{max}}} = 919 \text{ kN} \) with three shackles. The work value after a support frame height reduction by approx. \( \Delta H = 300 \text{ mm} \) was approx. \( W = 110 \text{ kJ} \) (with two shackles) and approx. \( W = 150 \text{ kJ} \) (with three shackles). The load capacity comparison chart for frames with 2 and 3 shackles demonstrates that in the case of using 3 shackles in the joint, the frame load capacity is greater by about 40% than when using 2 shackles. A similar trend is observed during the later stage of the 3-shackle frame height reduction, until a value of approx. \( \Delta H = 300 \text{ mm} \), but with an increase in load capacity by as much as 55%. The relation of the maximum yielding frame load capacity of \( F_{N_{\text{max}}} = 919 \text{ kN} \) to the maximum load capacity in a rigid state of \( F_{\text{max}} = 1214 \text{ kN} \) is high as well, amounting to:

\[
F_3 = \frac{F_{N_{\text{max}}}}{F_{\text{max}}} = 0.7570
\]

This also indicates that the maximum load capacity of the ŁP10/V32/4/A frame (formed from S560W steel) is used to a very good extent. During testing, the frame joints also did not exhibit a propensity for jamming, and after the tests were concluded the frames did not reveal any deformations of the sections or the shackles in the joint. The charts depicted in Fig. 4c and 4d present support frame load capacity trend lines in the form of linear characteristics \( F = f(\Delta H) \). The 2-shackle ŁP10/V32/4/A frame load capacity characteristic exhibits weak correlation, and its trend shows only slight growth. On the other hand, the 3-shackle ŁP10/V32/4/A frame load capacity exhibits a clearly growing trend.

### 2.1.2. ŁP10/V36/4/A support frame test results

Fig. 5 presents the test courses of ŁP10/V36/4/A support frames formed from S480W steel in rigid and yielding states, including the value of support work \( W \).

Fig. 5a presents two test courses for the ŁP10/V36/4/A support in a rigid state and typical top section damage in the form of twisting. The maximum loading force values obtained for both the tests were similar: \( F_{\text{max}} = 1175 \text{ kN} \) (sample no. 1) and \( F_{\text{max}} = 1156 \text{ kN} \) (sample no. 2). The work courses \( W = f(\Delta H) \) were very similar until the point of local loss of stability in the support top section, which for both the tests occurred at a height reduction of \( \Delta H \approx 80 \text{ mm} \). However, the test conducted on sample no. 1 was interrupted immediately after the top section had undergone buckling (at \( F \approx 1000 \text{ kN} \) and \( W \approx 120 \text{ kJ} \)), whereas the test of sample no. 2 was continued until a height reduction of \( \Delta H \approx 190 \text{ mm} \) was achieved. As can be observed in the chart, even after the local loss of top section stability (as a result of twisting), the support load capacity remained high, while the maximum support work reached a value of 180 kJ by the end of test no. 2.

The maximum load capacity of the yielding ŁP10/V36/4/A support frame (Fig. 5b, c and d) was \( F_{N_{\text{max}}} = 518 \text{ kN} \) with two shackles and \( F_{N_{\text{max}}} = 883 \text{ kN} \) with three shackles. The work value after a support frame height reduction by approx. \( \Delta H = 300 \text{ mm} \) was approx. \( W = 100 \text{ kJ} \) (with two shackles) and approx. \( W = 150 \text{ kJ} \) (with three shackles). The load capacity comparison chart for frames with 2 and 3 shackles demonstrates that in the case of using 3 shackles in the joint, the frame load capacity is greater by approx. 70% throughout the course) than when using 2 shackles. The relation of the maximum yielding frame load capacity of \( F_{N_{\text{max}}} = 883 \text{ kN} \) to the maximum load capacity in a rigid state of \( F_{\text{max}} = 1175 \text{ kN} \) is high as well, amounting to \( F_3 = 0.7515 \). During testing, the frame joints also did not exhibit a propensity for jamming, and after the tests were concluded the frames did not reveal any deformations of the sections or the shackles in the joint.
2.1.3. ŁP10/V29/4/A support frame test results

Fig. 6 presents the test courses of ŁP10/V29/4/A support frames formed from S480W steel in rigid and yielding states, including the value of support work $W$.

The maximum load capacity of the rigid ŁP10/V29/4/A support frame formed from S480W steel (Fig. 6a) was $F_{\text{max}} = 1023$ kN, while the support frame work at the end of the test was approx. $W = 120$ kJ. The maximum load capacity of the yielding ŁP10/V29/4/A support frame (Fig. 6b, c and d) was $F_{N\text{max}} = 494$ kN with two shackles and $F_{N\text{max}} = 770$ kN with three shackles. The work value after a support frame height reduction by approx. $\Delta H = 300$ mm was approx. $W = 100$ kJ (with two shackles) and approx. $W = 125$ kJ (with three shackles). The load capacity comparison chart for frames with 2 and 3 shackles demonstrates that in the case of using 3 shackles in the joint, at times the frame load capacity is greater by more than 90%. The relation of the maximum yielding frame load capacity of $F_{N\text{max}} = 770$ kN to the maximum load capacity in a rigid state of $F_{\text{max}} = 1023$ kN is high, amounting to $F_3 = 0.7527$. During testing, the frame joints did not exhibit a propensity for jamming, and after the tests were concluded the frames did not reveal any deformations of the sections or the shackles in the joint.
2.2. Tests of arch acceleration in sliding joints and joint heating temperature during yielding

A view of the test facility during the performance of top section acceleration and joint heating tests is presented in Fig. 7.

The acceleration courses for a top section in a joint with a side section of the yielding ŁP10/V32/4/A frame formed from S560W steel with 3 shackles are presented in Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 presents the registered mechanical sparking occurring during yielding in the joint, the acceleration course of which is depicted in Fig. 4b.

A typical acceleration course for a top section in a joint with a side section of the yielding ŁP10/V36/4/A frame formed from S480W steel with 2 shackles is presented in Fig. 10a. Fig. 10b on the other hand presents the temperature distribution in this joint during the yield \( Y \), as a function of time \( Y = 60 \text{ mm}, a_{\text{max}} = 919 \text{ m/s}^2, F_{\text{Nmax}} = 518 \text{ kN} \).

Fig. 11 presents pictures of the joint before and after yielding as well as thermal images indicating the location of sparking along with temporary and maximum temperature values.
The maximum temperature was registered at the upper shackle in the joint and amounted to approx. $T_{\text{max}} = 100^\circ\text{C}$, while at the lower shackle it was $T_{\text{max}} = 46^\circ\text{C}$. Both the temperatures are lower than the criterion value of $T = 150^\circ\text{C}$ defined in the requirements of standard EN ISO 80079-36:2016 harmonised with the ATEX directive concerning group I non-electrical equipment intended for use under the conditions of explosive atmospheres and the presence of coal dust layers.
Tests of the same type of ŁP10/V36/4/A frame formed from S480W steel in a yielding state with 3 shackles found (Fig. 12) that the registered maximum temperature was $T_{\text{max}} = 46^\circ\text{C}$, therefore considerably lower than during the operation of the same support type with 2 shackles. This is related to the beneficial influence of the third, middle shackle, which contributes to the equalisation of pressures in the joint and the decrease in contact point pressures in the terminal shackle areas: the upper and lower shackle. No mechanical sparking was observed in the middle shackle area.

2.3. Results of sliding joint tests under dynamic loading

The main goal of the sliding joint tests under dynamic loading was to determine the influence of the third (middle) shackle on the joint load capacity and on limiting the joint yield in such a way so as to inhibit it during the test to prevent a total yield of the sections in the joint.

The principle of the V32 sliding joint dynamic resistance test is the free fall of a drop mass (ram) $m_1 = 4000$ kg from a height $h$ onto a cross-bar with a mass $m_2 = 3300$ kg, which applies static loading to the joint mounted in the test facility. The height $h$ was progressively increased until total

![Fig. 9. Registered mechanical sparking in a joint during a 130 mm long yield at a section acceleration of $a_{\text{max}} = 2125$ m/s$^2$; a – before the yield; b – during the yield](image)

![Fig. 10. Typical course of top section acceleration in a joint (a) and temperature distribution in the joint as a function of time (b)](image)
sliding joint yield was achieved. The drop height varied within the range of \( h = 5-70 \) cm, which corresponds to an impact velocity range of \( v = 1-3.7 \) m/s, calculated using the following formula:

\[
v = \sqrt{2gh}, \text{m/s}
\]  

where: \( g \) – gravitational acceleration.

15 tests were performed in total, using a ram with a mass of \( m_1 = 4000 \) kg applied against joints constructed from V32 sections with 2 and 3 SD32 shackles whose screws were tightened with a nominal torque of \( M_d = 450 \) Nm. The tested sliding joints had a base (nominal) yield load of \( F_s = 410 \) kN, determined under static loading according to standard PN-G-15533:1997 [30]. In order to inspect the load capacity and yield of a joint with 3 shackles at an impact mass similar to its static load capacity, a single test was performed using a ram with a mass \( m_1 = 20,000 \) kg dropped onto a cross-bar with a mass \( m_2 = 3300 \) kg from a height \( h = 5 \) cm.

Fig. 13 presents a diagram and a picture of the test facility with a 4.8 m tall sliding joint constructed from two V32 sections coupled using two or three (after adding a middle shackle) SD32 shackles. The axial force exerted on the joint during the free fall of mass \( m_1 \) was measured.
Fig. 12. Tests of yielding ŁP10/V36/4/A frames formed from S480W steel with 3 shackles:
a – picture of a sliding joint with 3 shackles; b – sliding joint thermal image; c – temperature distribution
in the joint as a function of time; d – post-test picture of a sliding joint

Fig. 13. Diagram (a) and picture (b) of the facility for sliding joint tests under dynamic loading
during the test by means of a class 0.5 (5 MN measuring range, $f_s = 9600$ Hz) C6 strain gauge force sensor. The joint yield $Y$ was measured before and after the test using a gauge. In order to analyse [50] the phenomena occurring during the studies, the tests were recorded using two independent high-speed video cameras (600 and 1000 frames per second).

Typical courses of force $F_d$ as a function of time $t$ obtained during testing of joints with 2 shackles are presented in Fig. 14, and during testing of joints with 3 shackles in Fig. 15.

![Fig. 14. Courses of load $F_d$ as a function of time $t$ under dynamic loading of a joint (2 shackles) at the following parameters: $h = 40$ cm, $m_1 = 4000$ kg, $v = 2.8$ m/s, $F_{d_{max}} = 223$ kN, $Y = 261$ mm (a), and $h = 50$ cm, $m_1 = 4000$ kg, $v = 3.1$ m/s, $F_{d_{max}} = 276$ kN, $Y > 420$ mm (b)](image)

The temporary increase in load capacity depicted in Fig. 14b might have been the result of the formation of a splinter on the section surfaces in the joint, though its influence on the increase in joint load capacity was not great enough to inhibit its yield. The joint underwent total yield.

![Fig. 15. Courses of load $F_d$ as a function of time $t$ under dynamic loading of a joint (3 shackles) at the following parameters: $h = 40$ cm, $m_1 = 4000$ kg, $v = 2.8$ m/s, $F_{d_{max}} = 310$ kN, $Y = 141$ mm (a), and $h = 50$ cm, $m_1 = 4000$ kg, $v = 3.1$ m/s, $F_{d_{max}} = 301$ kN, $Y = 196$ mm (b)](image)
The comparative test results of sliding joints constructed from V32 sections with 2 and 3 shackles demonstrate that the sliding joint load capacity decreases and its yield is extended together with the increase in impact velocity \( v \). Total joint yield occurs after a specific impact velocity is exceeded, which transpired in the case of a joint with 2 shackles at a velocity of \( v = 3.1 \text{ m/s} \) \((h = 0.5 \text{ m})\). Similar phenomena were observed during tests of sliding joints constructed from V29 sections with 2 shackles [18]. In the case of a joint with 3 shackles, the joint was halted at a ram drop height range of \( h = 0-0.7 \text{ m} \), and the maximum yield was \( Y > 196 \text{ mm} \) (Fig. 15b). According to standard PN-G-15533:1997, the criterion value used to determine whether a test outcome is positive is the drop height \( h = 0.7 \text{ m} \) during the fall of a mass \( m_1 = 4000 \text{ kg} \). Therefore, the assessment of the V32 joint with 2 shackles in reference to the standard requirements is negative, whereas the assessment of the V32 joint with 3 shackles is positive. The courses presented in Fig. 14 and 15 demonstrate that the arrestment time for the joint with 3 shackles is shorter as well, which in practice limits the further acceleration capability of rocks that exert dynamic load on the working.

The course of the non-standard test using a ram with a mass \( m_1 = 20,000 \text{ kg} \) applied against a joint constructed from V32 sections coupled with 3 shackles as well as pictures of the joint before and after the test are presented in Fig. 16.

Previous tests performed according to standard PN-G-15533:1997 determined that the nominal static joint load capacity was \( F_s = 410 \text{ kN} \). Before the bench test was carried out (Fig. 16a), another examination revealed that placing a total mass of \( m = m_1 + m_2 = 23,300 \text{ kg} \), exerting a static load on the joint, did not result in yielding. However, a test at \( h = 5 \text{ cm} \) \((v = 1 \text{ m/s})\) resulted in total joint yield \( Y > 1035 \text{ mm} \) that did not manage to inhibit the accelerating mass \( m \) (Fig. 16b). This is confirmed by the test course, which first presents a systematic increase in joint load capacity until a value of \( F_{d_{\text{max}}} = 415 \text{ kN} \) (close to the nominal static joint load capacity of \( F_s = 410 \text{ kN} \)), whereas, subsequently, together with increasing joint acceleration, the dynamic load capacity exhibited a sharp decrease to a value of approx. 140 kN (at the final stage of the yield). The possibility of the occurrence of such a great decrease in joint load capacity, by as much as
66% compared to the static load capacity, must be taken into consideration when designing support systems for rock burst hazard conditions. However, load capacity determination at impact velocities lower than 1 m/s requires further testing, which due to its specifics – very high impact mass and energy – is hazardous to both the test facility and the measuring apparatus.

3. Summary and discussion

The test results of size-10 support frames of the following types: ŁP10/V36/4/A, ŁP10/V32/4/A and ŁP10/V29/4/A formed from S480W and S560W steel demonstrate that:

- the ŁP10/V32/4/A support frame formed from S560W steel exhibited the highest load capacity in a rigid state, amounting to \( F_{\text{max}} = 1214 \text{ kN} \). Tests have shown that it is possible to determine the rigid support frame load capacity characteristic \( F = f(\Delta H) \) using a mathematical function, and the correlation between it and the experimental course is very high. A given characteristic \( F = f(\Delta H) \) in the form of a square function can therefore be used for numerical simulations when modelling support load capacity.

- the ŁP10/V32/4/A support frame formed from S560W steel with 3 shackles \( (M_d = 500 \text{ Nm}) \) exhibited the highest load capacity in a yielding state, amounting to \( F_{N_{\text{max}}} = 919 \text{ kN} \). The load capacity comparison chart for frames with 2 and 3 shackles demonstrates that in the case of using 3 shackles in the joint, the frame load capacity is greater by about 40% than when using 2 shackles. A similar trend is observed during the later stage of the 3-shackle frame height reduction, until a value of approx. \( \Delta H = 300 \text{ mm} \), but with an increase in load capacity by as much as 55%. At the same time, the relation of the maximum yielding frame load capacity of \( F_{N_{\text{max}}} = 919 \text{ kN} \) to the maximum load capacity in a rigid state of \( F_{\text{max}} = 1214 \text{ kN} \) is high as well, at \( F_2 = 0.7570 \), which indicates that the maximum load capacity of the ŁP10/V32/4/A frame (formed from S560W steel) is used to a very good extent. During testing, the frame joints did not exhibit a propensity for jamming, and after the tests were concluded the frames did not reveal any deformations of the sections and the shackles in the joint.

- The maximum top section acceleration values in the joints exceeded an amplitude of \( a = 2000 \text{ m/s}^2 \). Though such a high acceleration has no influence on the sliding joint operation, it may have a negative influence on its interaction with rock bolts, which are often utilised in the field as reinforcement elements for the support frame top section.

- Thermal imaging did not reveal any surface heating during the joint yield that would be hazardous from the perspective of the ATEX directive [51-53]. The measured temperature reached a value of approx. \( T_{\text{max}} = 100^\circ \text{C} \) during testing of the yielding ŁP10/V36/4/A frame formed from S480W steel with 2 shackles. Tests of the same frame type but with 3 shackles found that the registered maximum temperature was \( T_{\text{max}} = 46^\circ \text{C} \), therefore considerably lower than during the operation of the same support type but with 2 shackles. This demonstrates the beneficial influence of the third, middle shackle, which contributes to the equalisation of pressures in the joint and the decrease in contact point pressures in the terminal shackle areas: the upper and lower shackle.

Comparative tests of sliding joints constructed from V32 sections with 2 and 3 shackles demonstrate that the sliding joint load capacity decreases and its yield is extended together with an increase in impact velocity \( v \). Total joint yield occurs after a specific impact velocity is exceeded,
which transpired in the case of a joint with 2 shackles at a velocity of \( v = 3.1 \text{ m/s} \) \((h = 0.5 \text{ m})\). According to standard PN-G-15533:1997, the criterion value used to determine whether a test outcome is positive is the drop height \( h = 0.7 \text{ m} \) during the fall of a mass \( m_1 = 4000 \text{ kg} \). Thus, the assessment of the V32 joint with 2 shackles in reference to the standard requirements is negative, whereas the assessment of the V32 joint with 3 shackles is positive. The results of a single test of a sliding joint constructed from V32 sections with 3 shackles using a ram mass \( m_1 = 20,000 \text{ kg} \) found that performing the test at \( h = 5 \text{ cm} \) \((v = 1 \text{ m/s})\) resulted in a total joint yield \( Y > 1035 \text{ mm} \) that did not manage to inhibit the accelerating mass. The reason for this was a large decrease in joint load capacity, by as much as 66% compared to the static load capacity. However, load capacity determination at impact velocities lower than 1 m/s requires further testing, which, due to its specifics (i.e. very high impact mass and energy), is hazardous to both the test facility and the measuring apparatus. Yet this phenomenon of joint load capacity decrease under dynamic loading should be taken into consideration when designing support systems for rock burst hazard conditions, as it may hold great significance for the safety of personnel as well as the support itself.

4. Conclusions

Based on the support frame and sliding joint tests performed, it can be concluded that adding a third (middle) shackle to the sliding joint considerably increases its static and dynamic load capacities, while increasing the shackle screw torque to a value of \( M_d = 500 \text{ Nm} \) amplifies the effect even further. This can be seen particularly clearly during support operation at the first stage of its height reduction, which has been conventionally defined at a range of \( \Delta H = 0-100 \text{ mm} \). Utilising the third shackle in the joint also considerably limits the yield value, which in extreme cases could prevent the support from losing stability and blocking the working during the occurrence of roof rock fall or rock burst. Using a high-strength grade of steel such as S480W, and particularly SS60W, considerably increases the support load capacity in a rigid state and protects it from plastic arch deformation that could result in joint jamming and, therefore, in support yield loss. Thanks to this, the \( k_3 \) factor that indicates the degree to which the maximum frame load capacity is utilised can reach a value close to 0.8, which greatly exceeds current standards \((k_3 = 0.5544)\).

The determined temperature distribution in the joint and the mechanical sparking location distribution indicate that the greatest temperatures occur at the ends of the joint (in the areas of the upper and lower shackles), regardless of whether the joint has 2 or 3 shackles. The use of the third, middle shackle in the joint significantly decreases this temperature, which is most likely the result of the equalisation of section contact pressure forces along its length, as well as the simultaneous decrease in contact pressure force in the upper and lower shackles.

The results of top section acceleration tests indicate that the top section acceleration values during yielding exceed 2000 m/s² (200g). This may be the reason why rock bolts coupled directly with the support frame or indirectly via rigid joists tend to sustain damage. The accumulated elastic strain energy in the deforming support arches undergoes sudden dissipation in the joint during its yielding when load is exerted on the support. This phenomenon is also accompanied by heat release and mechanical sparking. To secure the rock bolts against dynamic loading generated by the yield in the frames, it is recommended that they not be coupled with the frames directly, or for their coupling, e.g. via a short joist [24], to have yielding properties. Rock mass bolting
between the support frames can also be carried out. Such a support system is characteristic of mixed supports utilising arches and rock bolts, and it is the best way of combining the properties of a rigid rock bolt support with those of a yielding steel arch support.
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